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Abstract
Objective: Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) is a neuromodulatory technique that delivers a lowintensity, direct current to cortical areas with the purpose of modulating underlying brain activity. Recent studies
have reported inconsistencies in tDCS outcomes. The underlying assumption of many tDCS studies has been that
replication of electrode montage equates to replicating stimulation conditions. It is possible however that
anatomical difference between subjects, as well as inherent inaccuracies in montage placement, could affect
current flow to targeted areas. The hypothesis that stimulation of a defined brain region will be stable under small
displacements was tested.
Approach: Initially, we compared the total simulated current flowing through ten specific brain areas for four
commonly used tDCS montages: F3-Fp2, C3-Fp2, Fp1-F4, and P3-P4 using the software tool COMETS. The
effect of a slight (~1cm in each of four directions) anode displacement on the simulated regional current density
for each of the four tDCS montages was then determined. Current flow was calculated and compared through 10
segmented brain areas to determine the effect of montage type and displacement. The regional currents, as well
as the localised current densities, were compared with the original electrode location, for each of these new
positions.
Results: Recommendations for montages that maximise stimulation current for the ten brain regions are
considered. We noted that the extent to which stimulation is affected by electrode displacement varies depending
on both area and montage type. The F3-Fp2 montage was found to be the least stable with up to 38% change in
average current density in the left frontal lobe while the Fp1-F4 montage was found to the most stable exhibiting
only 1% change when electrodes were displaced.
Significance: These results indicate that even relatively small changes in stimulation electrode placement appear
to result in surprisingly large changes in current densities and distribution.
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1.

Introduction

Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation (tDCS) is a neuromodulatory technique that delivers a low-intensity,
direct current to cortical areas with the purpose of modulating the underlying brain activity [1-4]. The current is
usually introduced into the cortex via a pair of sponge electrodes connected to a DC stimulator [5]. The use of
direct current for stimulation began as early as the 18th century[6]. It saw little upsurge during 1960’s but showed
mostly inconsistent results [7-9]. Over the last decade, tDCS has grown as a popular research tool where it has
been studied for effects on motor activities, depressive disorders, working memory, mathematical ability and risktaking behaviour [10-14]. tDCS is thought to either enhance or inhibit the cortical excitability, an effect which
apparently depends on the direction of current flowing through the cortical area. The direction of current itself
depends on electrode position in relation to the targetted region of the cerebral cortex, as well as the surrounding
morphology. It has been suggested that inhibitory effects occur when the cathode is directly above the targeted
areas whereas excitatory effects occur when the targeted region is under the anode. However, the findings to date
are less than convincing [1].
Behavioural effects of tDCS can be studied without a deep acquaintance with the underlying neurophysiology;
however, it is still important to understand where the externally applied current is flowing exactly, the density of
current injected by tDCS and whether there is sufficient current to influence the neural activity in the targeted
region [2, 5]. It is currently impractical to non-invasively measure the total current flowing through a particular
area of the brain. For that reason, well-constructed computer models can be a useful tool for simulating and,
through this, understanding the pattern of current flow and relative current density induced by tDCS [15, 16].
Computational models could also play a major role in montage design, which has tended to be based more on
either a general rule of thumb and experience or historical arrangements, rather than concrete evidence–based
science. Computational models, if sufficiently detailed, can provide a more accurate insight into detailed current
flow patterns and, in some cases, help by challenging the basic assumptions underpinning electrode placement
[17]. One of the applications of computational models has been to test the effectiveness of montages [11, 17].
Based on previous work in this area [11, 12] and associated general assumptions [11, 12, 15], we hypothesised
that displacement of target electrode from the stimulation point by 1cm in four directions (Table 1) should make
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a very minimal change. Although other studies [11, 15, 18] have looked at sensitivity analysis of electrode
displacement, to our knowledge this is the first study to systematically explore the effect of anodal displacement
on a range of commonly used tDCS montages. Our work has not only considered the change in current density
values across the main simulated brain regions but also across voxels, in order to highlight localised stimulation
patterns.
In order to study these displacement effects, COMETS, a MATLAB based toolbox [19], was used. COMETS
has been previously used to investigate inconsistent outcomes of tDCS that may depend on anatomical differences
[20] and optimal electrode positioning for inducing motor excitability changes in tDCS stimulation [21].
Table 1. Directional notations.
Direction of new position
Displacement

(looking perpendicularly above the
original electrode position)

Up

Electrode displaced upwards by 1cm in
the same coronal plane as original
position.

Down

Electrode displaced downwards by 1cm
in the same coronal plane as original
position.

Right

Electrode displaced right by 1cm in the
same axial plane as original position.

Left

Electrode displaced left by 1cm in the
same axial plane as original position.

2. Methods
The head model used in this simulation was extracted from standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
brain atlas [22]. It uses a three-layer boundary element method (BEM) consisting of the scalp, skull boundaries
and CSF (Cerebrospinal Fluid), as well as cortical surface model extracted from MRI T1 images of standard brain
atlas using CURRY6 for Windows [19]. The model was tessellated with volumetric tetrahedral elements using
the open-source mesh generation package TetGen (http://tetgen.belios.de) which is based on a constrained
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Delaunay tetrahedralization (CDT) approach [23]. Well-known conductivity values for the scalp, skull and
cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) were set as 0.22, 0.014 and 1.79 (S/m) respectively [24]. COMETS is based on Finite
Element Modeling (FEM) in FORTRAN 90.
The cerebral cortex model consists of 26,012 voxels (vertices), each of which is associated with 3D coordinates.
In this study, we segmented ten cortical regions of the brain by drawing boundaries around regions based on
known anatomical maps. The segmented regions are left/right frontal (LF, RF), left/right motor (LM, RM),
left/right parietal (LP, RP), left/right temporal (LT, RT), and left/right occipital (LO, RO). Fig 1 illustrates the 5
regions of left-cortex. The same regions can be assumed for the right cortex as well.

Fig 1. Five segmented regions of left cortex
Four commonly used tDCS montages (F3-Fp2 [12], C3-Fp2 [10], Fp1-F4 [25] and P3-P4 [13]) were considered
for this study. The anode placement is placed on different regions of the cortex (Frontal lobe in F3-Fp2, motor
cortex in C3-Fp2, prefrontal cortex in Fp1-F4 and parietal lobe in P3-P4 montage) in each of four montages. This
not only introduces high variability of current induced across different regions of the brain but also elaborates the
understanding of the current flow in those regions. The electrodes were placed as per 10-20 electrode system with
a customised MATLAB script. In each electrode montage simulation, a direct current of 1.5mA was injected into
the cortical surface using 5 x 7 cm electrode pads. For each montage used, the cortical surface was simulated five
times with the cathode remaining in the same position whereas the anode was first kept at the original montage
position, then displaced by 1 cm in one of the four directions; up, down, left or right when looking perpendicularly
at the anode as illustrated in Table 1. Fig 2 explains the displacement using the F3-Fp2 montage as an example.
The initial simulation for each montage was based on the anode being placed on the left dorsolateral prefrontal
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cortex (F3) whereas the cathode was located over the right supraorbital area (Fp2). In the next simulation, the
cathode was at the same place (Fp2) whereas the anode was displaced to its left by 1 cm. This was followed by a
further three simulations with the cathode position unchanged (Fp2) and the anode displaced from the original
position [up, down and right in relation to its original position].

Fig 2. Model of the “head” indicating position of the anode electrode (at F3) and process of displacement
by 1cm in either of the four directions (down, up, left and right) relative to its original “exact” location.
ASCII files generated at the end of every simulation contained current density values for each of the 26,012
voxels. These current density values were imported into MATLAB and mapped onto segmented cortical regions
to determine the average current density per voxel across the regions of interest.
The magnitude of current density |𝐽𝑖 | for voxel i, was calculated using the following formula.
|𝐽𝑖 | =√(𝐽𝑖 2𝑥 + 𝐽𝑖 2𝑦 + 𝐽𝑖 2𝑧 )
The average current density magnitude is defined as:
̅̅̅ =
|𝐽|

∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝐽𝑖 |
𝑛

̅̅̅ was calculated on each of
where n is the number of voxels in the considered region. Average current density |𝐽|
the ten cortical areas considered. The results were divided into two sections: the effect of montage type and the
effect of anodal displacement.
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3. Results
3.1 Effect of montage type
Average regional current densities for each montage are summarised in Table 2. The largest values are
highlighted in bold. The last column contains the montage that exhibits the highest average current density for the
cortical region considered.
Table 2. The average current density values derived from the simulations across ten regions of the brain.
The last column in the table indicates the montage found to have the largest current density.
Average Current Density | 𝑱| (Am-2)
Brain
Region
LF
RF
LT
RT
LP
RP
LO
RO
LM
RM

A:F3 C:Fp2

A:C3 C:Fp2

A:Fp1 C:F4

A:P4 C:P3

0.22
0.14
0.05
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.15
0.09

0.28
0.18
0.11
0.08
0.21
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.26
0.14

0.14
0.22
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.16

0.07
0.08
0.09
0.08
0.20
0.19
0.13
0.12
0.12
0.13

Montage with
highest | 𝑱|
A:F3 C:Fp2
A:Fp1 C:F4
A:C3 C:Fp2
A:C3 C:Fp2
A:C3 C:Fp2
A:P4 C:P3
A:P4 C:P3
A:P4 C:P3
A:C3 C:Fp2
A:Fp1 C:F4

3.2 Effect of small anodal displacement
̅̅̅ of 38% and 34% was observed across areas LF
For the montage (F3-Fp2) in Fig.3 (a), the largest change in |𝐽|
̅̅̅ changed by 24% and 21% when the anode
and RF when the anode electrode was displaced downward by 1cm. |𝐽|
|𝐽| was observed in LF and RF respectively, when
was displaced right by 1cm. A smaller change of 2% and 4% in ̅̅̅
the anode was displaced upwards from the “exact” location.
̅̅̅ of 12% and 10% was observed across LM and
For the montage (C3-Fp2) in Fig.3 (b), the largest change in |𝐽|
|𝐽|
RF respectively when the anode was displaced 1cm right of its location. Smallest changes of 4% and 8% in ̅̅̅
were seen in LM and RF when anode was displaced to the left by 1cm.
̅̅̅ across LF and RF
For the montage (Fp1-F4) in Fig.3 (c), the largest change of 10% and 6% was observed in |𝐽|
̅̅̅
when anode electrode was displaced towards down by 1cm. Smallest change of 4% and 1% was noticed in |𝐽|
across simulating areas when anode is displaced towards up.
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a)

b)
F3-Fp2

Average Current Density

Average Current Density

0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

LF RF LT RT LP RP LO RO LMRM
Exact

Up

Down

Right

Left

C3-Fp2

LF RF LT RT LP RP LO RO LM RM
Exact

Up

Down

Right

Left

0.25

Fp1-F4

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
LF RF LT RT LP RP LO RO LM RM
Exact

Up

Down

Right

Left

Average Current Density

d)
Average Current Density

c)

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

0.25

P3-P4

0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
LF RF LT RT LP RP LO RO LM RM
Exact

Up

Down

Right

Left

Fig 3. Demonstration of the effect of small changes in anodal placement on average current density over
the 10 brain regions (LF,RF,LT,RT,LP,RP,LO,RO,LM,RM). This figure presents bar plots for: (a) F3Fp2 montage with anode at F3; (b) C3-Fp2 montage with anode at C3; (c) Fp1-F4 montage with anode at
|𝐽| values when the
Fp1 and (d) P3-P4 montage with anode at P3. Each bar plot illustrates the change in ̅̅̅
anode was displaced up, down, right and left respectively from the “exact” location, for each of the 4
conditions.
|𝐽| of 16% and 24% across simulated areas (LP-RP)
For montage (P3-P4) in Fig.3 (d), the largest change in ̅̅̅
was noticed when montage was displaced 1cm to the left of exact location. A smaller change of 10% and 8% was
observed across simulating sites (LP-RP) when anode is displaced towards up.
Table 3. The minimum, average and maximum percentage change in |𝑱| across cortical voxels for each of
the four montages.

P3-P4

Fp1-F4 C3-Fp2 F3-Fp2

Montage
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Average
Maximum

Percentage change following displacement of anode in each of the
four directions
Up
Down
Right
Left
0
0
0
1
8
27
10
18
36
55
55
31
0
0
0
0
10
12
6
8
55
29
24
45
0
0
0
0
11
4
9
9
25
20
32
26
0
0
0
0
9
18
15
21
50
100
39
68
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3.3 Voxel-Level Effects
a)

b)

c)

Fig 4. Current density distribution for (a) original F3-Fp2 montage (b) displaced F3-Fp2 montage, when
the anode was displaced 1cm in the downward direction and (c) difference between the original and
displaced montage current densities.
The effect of displacement was also calculated at the level of the individual voxel, from the 26012 voxels used,
to identify the range (minimum, maximum) and average change seen. The results are summarised in Table 3. An
example of colour coded voxel current densities is shown in Fig 4 corresponding to (a) the original F3-Fp2
montage, (b)1 cm anodal displacement downwards and (c) the voxel-wise difference between (a) and (b).
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The overall displacement effect for each voxel in each of the four montages was calculated using Jaccard Index
[26] and is summarised in Table 4. It calculates the relative overlap between segmented stimulated areas before
and after displacement. Segmented areas are defined where current density > -3dB from peak current density
value.
In the F3-Fp2 montage as an example, the Jaccard index is 22%, 35%, 31% and 40% (in the four displacement
directions respectively). None of the other montages exhibited a higher than 50% index when displacement is
applied. If the effect of displacement was minor, one would expect Jaccard Index values closer to 100%. This
quantitative measure validate results shown above (Fig 4), namely that small displacements have a significant
effect in stimulation spatial patterns within the cortex areas.
Table 4. Jaccard Index values for changes in simulated areas after displacement.
Montage

Up

Down

Right

Left

A:F3 C:Fp2

0.22

0.35

0.31

0.40

A:C3 C:Fp2

0.23

0.44

0.37

0.20

A:Fp1 C:F4

0.33

0.28

0.40

0.30

A:P3 C:P4

0.10

0.34

0.15

0.36

Furthermore, the current density was analysed based on its perpendicular and parallel components in relation
to the cortical surface, in order to gauge if electrode displacement had any component specific effect. The normal
current density of each displacement was found to be similar to the parallel current density of each displacement
(Table 5). We note, however that in P4-P3 montage the percentage change of normal current density was more
when compared to change in parallel current density across RP region and the percentage change in normal current
density is less when compared to parallel current density across LP region when the electrode was displaced to
the left.
Table 5. Percentage change in perpendicular (normal) and parallel currents across simulated regions
when anode is displaced in four directions.
Montage

F3-Fp2
C3-Fp2
Fp1-F4
P4-P3

Up

Down

Right

Left

Simulated
Region

Normal

Parallel

Normal

Parallel

Normal

Parallel

Normal

LF
RF
LM
RM
LF
RF
LP
RP

2.5%
4.6%
2.0%
4.9%
3.7%
8.4%
1.4%
12.1%

2.2%
4.0%
1.2%
4.1%
3.1%
7.0%
10.3%
7.9%

43.7%
37.1%
16.7%
15.1%
4.8%
1.2%
2.7%
14.9%

37.4%
33.8%
11.4%
12.9%
4.0%
1.0%
12.9%
6.0%

29.8%
23.2%
17.6%
13.7%
11.6%
7.2%
6.3%
29.7%

24.8%
20.9%
12.0%
11.8%
9.9%
5.9%
7.1%
23.4%

21.9%
19.2%
6.4%
12.1%
11.3%
7.0%
1.6%
40.1%

Parallel

17.8%
17.2%
3.8%
10.1%
9.9%
5.9%
16.1%
23.7%
9

4. Discussion
Expectedly, the regions directly under the simulated areas were found to have the highest current density values
when compared to other regions. However, this was not always consistent. For instance, in the C3-Fp2 montage,
the stimulated region C3 (left motor cortex (LM) or M1) was found to have a lower current density than the left
frontal lobe (0.26 A/m2 vs. 0.28 A/m2 respectively). In the F3-Fp2 montage, stimulating the left frontal lobe (F3)
̅̅̅ in that region, which resulted in 0.15 A/m2 across the left motor cortex itself. Similarly,
induced a 0.22 A/m2 |𝐽|
̅̅̅ in right motor
in the (Fp1-F4) montage, stimulating the left frontal lobe (Fp1) did not lead to increment of |𝐽|
cortex, but possibly because of the proximity of the cathode at F4 to the right motor cortex, it was found to have
a higher current density (0.16 A/m2). It is worth noticing that in all the three aforementioned montages, stimulating
frontal lobe produced an increase in current density values across the motor cortex. A possible explanation could
be the proximity of the motor cortex and frontal lobe regions in terms of current flow. In montage Fp1-F4, the
̅̅̅ value across
stimulation site Fp1 is more distant to C3 than F4 is to C4 (right motor cortex), for this reason, the |𝐽|
the left motor cortex was only 0.09 A/m2. The same appears to hold true for the first montage. Stimulating the
parietal lobe in the fourth montage (P3-P4) produced higher current density values across motor cortex (LM &
RM) and occipital lobe (LO, RO). This could be explained by the fact that the parietal lobe is located between
these two regions. The results described above suggest that tDCS not only produces direct effects but also has the
potential to produce un-anticipated indirect effects. This appears to have been seen in connectivity–driven changes
of remote cortical and subcortical areas [27, 28]. tDCS is considered to modulate not only single neuronal and
evoked neuronal activity, but also spontaneous neuronal oscillations [1]. Both modelling and animal studies have
shown that networks of tightly coupled neurons can be more responsive to applied weak direct currents than
neurons in isolation [29-31].
̅̅̅ values when the anodal electrode undergoes a displacement
We initially hypothesised a negligible change in |𝐽|
of 1cm. However, minimal changes of 4% and 1% were observed for C3-Fp2 and Fp1-F4 montages, changes of
38% and 24% were seen in the F3-Fp2 and P3-P4 montages respectively. The average change in |𝐽𝑖 | values across
all 26012 voxels for each displaced montage displacement was also large (when compared to average change
across 26,012 voxels on C3-Fp2, Fp1-F4 montages the average change of 27% and 18% was observed across F3Fp2 and P3-P4 montages respectively) .
These results indicate that even relatively small changes in stimulation electrode placement, which could
imaginably be the consequences of human error during the montage fitting procedure, appear to be able to result
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in surprisingly large changes in current density in both regional and localised levels. Furthermore, if this
simulation model is accurate, such changes may neither be linear nor symmetrical. To some extent in retrospect,
this result could be expected due to the complex and anisotropic nature of the intricate geometry of the human
brain. It is expected that more accurate models would reinforce this conclusion due further complexity and
anisotropy introduced by the smaller structures and blood vessels.
A further area of complexity resides in the natural variability in human head size and cranial thickness variation
both between individuals and across genders, with the average head size of 55.2cm for females and 57cm for
males [32]. Furthermore, a significant relationship between brain size and type of connectivity also appears to
have a substantial impact on current density distributions [33]. For instance, in the white matter tracts, where
conductivity is anisotropic, the current flow might line up closer to the principal fibre direction. Another reason
might be the presence and size of the gyri and sulci geometry, as studies have shown that electric current can
concentrate on the edge of Gyri [34] and effects might not be homogenous throughout the stimulated area.
These factors might all be playing a role in determining the current densities across the different regions of the
cortex. Therefore, placing the electrode at the same exact location on an individual should be strongly encouraged
as slight displacement might cause noticeable changes in current density values and as a consequence
reproducibility of the similar changes will not be seen. Although there are likely to be differences between
individuals in relation to current flow and as a result areas affected, precision in the location of the stimulating
electrode might help reduce the variation between subjects. A further suggestion might be to vary the position of
the electrode slightly when performing the experiment, or use an adapted design to take variation into account, in
order to determine whether location affects the outcome.
5.

Conclusion

These results may explain the variability in outcomes of electrical stimulation studies. Such studies often
assume they have performed the same experiment as they have used similar montages. Our results show that this
may not be a sound assumption as similar montages can lead to large, even significant differences in regional
stimulation due to errors that are well within experimental and morphological variations. We recommend therefore
that imaging derived electrode positioning is considered in controlled electrical stimulation studies and
alternatively that the protocol recognises the potential effects of positional variations in stimulating electrode
positions.
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